MAKERS' MASH 2018
Monster Makers, Pumpkin Carving, & Costume Contest
Being a Maker is what E-STEAM learning at TLC! is all about. We want all of our students to engage in
the kind of hands-on learning that inspires natural curiosity and develops the skill to create and innovate.
Two upcoming Maker events will challenge and inspire the Maker spirit in our classrooms!
While challenges are not mandatory, teachers could choose to use them as Project Based Learning
opportunities in the classroom. Students can also work on these challenges at home, in groups, as
individuals, or with their families. We strongly encourage all students and teachers to participate in these
challenges, and be part of creating a handmade, hands-on experience for our Community of Learners!

A GREAT COSTUME or MONSTER WOULD BE
A PERFECT SCHOOL MAKER FAIRE PROJECT!
Friday,
October 26

UP-CYCLED MONSTER MAKERS' and
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST!

Best Overall Designer in each will Win an Awesome Prize!
Stretch your creative skills to the MAX to make a monster out of used materials! Upcycling means taking things we usually send to the landfill and recycling them into
wild, creative, and sometimes useful art. Anything you can find and repurpose is
allowed in this contest! You might find old chicken wire, plastic bottles, unwanted
clothes, or styrofoam containers making their way into your monster. Think of outside
the box, innovative ways to use these materials - spend as little money as
possible!
The Pumpkin Carving Contest is back! Make an creepy, creative jack-o-lantern and
submit for judging to win an awesome prize!
REGISTER YOUR MONSTER and/or PUMPKIN: Friday, Oct 26 from 7:30 - 3:30
All projects will be officially received in the gym. You will pay a $1 fee, complete a
registration form, and be assigned an official number. No entries will be accepted
after this time. Winners will be announced at the Costume Contest on Tuesday,
October 31.
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MAKERS' MASH COSTUME CONTEST!
The winners in each division will win an awesome prize!
Start planning those handmade costumes now! We want to see
your costume creativity shine. Costumes that are just bought and
pulled out of the package won't cut it for our Makers. Add some of
your own innovative details and really show us your Maker stuff.
Students may make costumes in any one of the three categories:
Division 1: 2018-19 Maker Challenge Theme - Board Games
Division 2: Traditional Halloween Costume
Division 3: Up-cycled Costume
Division 4: Group Costume
REGISTER YOUR COSTUME: Wednesday, Oct 31 from 7:15 - 7:55
See the Makers' Mash Staff in the back entrance of the Gym during
morning check-in. You will pay a $1 entry fee, complete a registration
form, and be assigned an official number. You will need to wear this
number throughout the school day to be a part of the judging.
No entries will be accepted after 8:00 am, so please be on time!
All students wearing costumes will be featured in the Gymnatorium at
the Makers' Mash Costume Show.
Winners of each division will be announced
at 1:30 pm in the TLC! Gym.
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